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Sofia, Bulgaria   Should churches back stone-throwing mobs?   Saturday June 30, the 5th Sofia Pride 
Parade is scheduled to take place in Bulgaria's capital city. It threatens to be a bloodbath.   Last year, 
marchers in the Sofia Pride Parade were brutally attacked and beaten in the street when walking home 
after the Parade. The first Pride Parade in 2008 was firebombed with Molotov cocktails by skinheads and 
members of an extreme right wing party.  

  This year, these same extremists - including the Bulgarian National Union - have now been given a permit 
to hold a public event -- ostensibly a "concert" but in reality a anti-Pride gathering -- just a few hours 
before the Sofia Pride Parade. Father Evgenii Yanakiev, a local priest in the Orthodox Church, advised 
people to "throw stones" at the Pride participants and called for politicians who support the march to be 
“drowned in the sea with millstones tied around their necks”.    

While the march itself will have police present, an angry stirred-up mob of right wing extremists threatens 
to turn the day into a violence-filled free-for-all. Nothing prevents the mob from blocking people traveling 
to the Parade or following them home.   The Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, the Sofia Pride Committee, and 
other human rights activists are asking the Bulgarian Orthodox Church to make an official statement 
condemning these calls for violence and officially distancing the Church from these statements.  

The Church refuses and instead issued a statement condemning the Pride Parade and ignoring the calls 
for violence.   An international campaign by AllOut.org will support the Bulgarian activists in pressuring 
Sofia Mayor Yordanka Fandakova to revoke the permit for the "concert" and ensuring that the eyes of the 
world are on Sofia this Saturday.   The 5th Sofia Pride Parade will be attended by European politicians, 
diplomats, Bulgarian and international organizations. Nearly a dozen other European countries have told 
Bulgaria to ensure a safe Pride. Several Bulgarian celebrities and Eurovision participants will participate 
to show support for the LGBT community and raise the profile of the event.  

"Stoning, fire bombs, public beatings - the story of Pride in Sofia, Bulgaria sounds like it's from the middle 
ages not the 21st century," said Andre Banks, executive director of global LGBT rights movement 
AllOut.org.  "Mayor Yordanka Fandakova has a responsibility to protect the Pride participants when there 
is real danger that extremists will exact horrific violence on her citizens, simply because the want to live 
openly and be embraced for who they are. Giving an official permit to violent, anti-gay extremists on the 
same morning as Pride is a recipe for disaster." 

The Sofia Pride Parade has been steadily growing since its first event with a mere 150 brave souls.  The 
past year has seen an outpouring high level global support for LGBT rights -- from U.S. President Barack 
Obama, U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and four Nobel 
Laureates endorsing the rights of all people to love who they chose, no matter where they live. The tacit 
support of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church for stone-throwing, mayor-drowning mobs is a turn of political 
events that is reminiscent of the Dark Ages.     

About All Out:  

All Out is a Global Movement for love and equality with a mission of making it possible for all people to 
live openly and love who they choose, no matter where they live. 
 All Out brings together people from nearly every country on the planet to build a world in which lesbian, 
gay, straight, bisexual, transgender people can live freely and safely. 
	  


